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 is academic endeavour beyond the traditional research outputs 
 is evidence (demonstrable) of robust  engagement with users 
 was worth 20% in REF 2014; expected to increase in future 
REFs but no less than 20% → STRESS! 













 is not linear; it is a process 
 has no ‘end-point’ 
 is not off-the-shelf; you have to find it sometimes… 
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Impact… 
 is personal, but is also a team effort 
 sometimes comes from academic events… 
 is not new but we’ve forgotten this! 
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Finally, some consensus: 
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 Intuitive GUI so that recording activity (and 
potential evidence) is not ‘an admin task’ but 
belongs to the academic 
 
 Share with community: embed in professional 
development planning, and in higher-level impact 
monitoring processes 
Impact and EPrints 
Thank you for your attention 
 
Dr. Carlos Galan-Diaz 
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